
Built on bright minds with a bold vision

Careers 
Join us to clean and decarbonise the air

Apprentice Test and Maintenance Technician, Belfast

Join our expanding team of innovators and technical professionals in delivering solutions that have 
an impact in our vision to clean and decarbonise the air.

Reasons for hire:
Substantial business growth and forecasted continued growth in the Technology sector.
A need for a person that is able to work across several departments in the company from basic 
facility maintenance through to complex testing and analysis including input into new product 
development.

Email your CV to kerry@catagen.com

Main duties
This role is hands on but also requires developing processes and scheduling activities:

-   Routine machine and facility maintenance
-   Assisting in development of maintenance program
-   Systems testing and trouble shooting
-   Ensuring maximum machine uptime and availability
-   Basic job preparation and dynamic testing
-   Critical stock monitoring and control
-   Capturing, recording, and improving KPIs
-   Enhancing 5S and LEAN performance of all operational areas

The ideal person:
-   Apprentice with strong mechanical and electrical maintenance and troubleshooting background
-   Ability to weld an advantage
-   Ability to plan and work with minimal direction as part of small and cohesive team

Benefits:
-   Competitive basic salary commensurate with experience
-   Benefits package including – Company Pension, Private Medical, Cycle to Work Scheme etc 
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About CATAGEN
CATAGEN is a carbon-negative company - our purpose is to clean and decarbonise the air.
CATAGEN is a market expert in providing best-in-class emissions data to the automotive industry, 
providing physical and virtual testing of vehicle catalytic converters for the world’s leading brands.  

Values

ONE CATAGEN- We put ‘we’ before ‘me’ working across boundaries, holding each other 
accountable and working as a cohesive team.

FEARLESS- We challenge ourselves to push beyond what we think is possible by taking risks and 
learning new skills.

CUSTOMER OBSESSED- We actively engage, listen and learn from our customers, making it easy to 
work with us. We deliver solutions in a timely and accurate manner.

ECONOMICALLY DRIVEN- We’re ambitious in our ‘financial goals’ whilst being prudent with 
resources. We respect that we are a corporate business whose first goal is to be financially secure 
and to grow and identify new opportunities.

SUSTAINABILITY- We built CATAGEN ‘to clean and decarbonise the air’, to impact climate change 
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http://catagen.com
https://catagen.com/
http://twitter.com/Catagen
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVkf1m3XgTpye02xLCWK6KA
http://www.linkedin.com/company/catagen/mycompany/

